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Ideas of Death
The Egyptians had a very incredible view of death. They not only prepared their minds, spirits and
had to have great control over their emotional aspects of death in order to create the amount of
preparation they did, but they also prepared their bodies. Isn’t it interesting that those who built the
pyramids and the “masses” did not have the ability to prepare their bodies for the afterlife? They
were expected or were otherwise unbeknownst to the ideas that they had a choice. They died and
without preparing their bodies were sent into another lifetime to do it all over again. Some of us in
this group have had a lifetime in the pyramid age. Others have had lifetimes over many different
landscapes and terrains. But each of us did not have the knowledge prior to now that our bodies are
just as important in preparing for our death as any other aspect of ourselves.
What ideas of death do you currently have? Or have you had in the past?

What aspects of your body or the idea of death create a form of limited thinking or living within
you?
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Releasing Chains of Bondage
Using a piece of Phantom (Utah Selenite) is very important in this process as it breaks not only the
chains but also can be used to give you insight, through creating an intention, that you have picked
up a new chain.
What aspects or conditions in your life are you a slave to?

Physical conditions:
Mental conditions:
Emotional conditions:
Relationship conditions:
Financial conditions:
Lifestyle conditions:
Spiritual conditions:
Take the selenite and touch it along your body.
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Where in your body are you chains?
Unlink each chain, one at a time. Do not rush through this work. These chains have been connected
to you through lifetimes. Take the time to really be thorough with this process. If one link is left
whole the chains or bondage will not be released. Doing this chain removal on a regular basis for the
next few weeks is going to be a huge part of the integration process. Take your phantom selenite and
use it as a key to unlock your shackles.
Remember a time before you were in bondage. Go back to the point that you were in the oneness.
What was your first individual thought?
What did you want to experience?

You are not alone in this journey. Everything is for you! Everything is for you to learn what it is that
you wanted to experience? The thing you wanted to know on a very real level so that you could
share that experience with the others in the universe and to know it when you return back to that
oneness.
What aspects of freedom are you holding back from yourself?
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What can you be present for? What are you hungry for? What are you ready to experience, so that
you can fully use the lessons you have learned?

What will you do with your new freedom?

Attending a personal or group retreat to activate and initiate this chakra would be the most helpful in
fully learning the process. A private 1-1 session to guide you through both the masculine and
feminine process can be highly useful as well.
The stellar Gateway chakra potion and phantom selenite are both available from
magicalmothering.com. Simply fill out a contact from to see what crystals are available to choose
from.
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